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tate Foreign Minister Gustav Stresemann and
his Wilhelmstrasse colleagues as protagonists
of "peaceful change" (a mantra he employs
throughout). In the 1924 London reparations
conference and the 1925 Locarno accords,
Cohrs perceives the germ of a new mode of
Anglo-American cooperation that almost suc-
ceeded in creating a western-oriented concert
of Europe, including Germany, to replace the
"ill founded" Treaty of Versailles (p. 7). If
only his heroes—secretaries of state Charles
Evans Hughes and Frank Kellogg and the
British statesmen James Ramsay MacDonald
and Austen Chamberlain—had fought more
vigorously to impose a grand strategic bargain
at the expense of Poland and other East Eu-
ropean states, the tragedy of Nazi rule might
never have come to pass.

Cohrs rejects the realist view that countries
fight for national interests and that those inter-
ests sometimes prove irreconcilable. A "crude
balance of power," he asserts, is impossible to
achieve (p. 14). Statesmen should work to re-
place it with a "legitimate" equilibrium that ap-
pears "fundamentally fair" to all international
actors, including interest groups and electoral
majorities in each country. Ignoring the con-
clusions of Michael Hogan and B. J. C. Mc-
Kercher that Washington and London main-
tained a cooperative-competitive relationship
during this era in which conflict often pre-
dominated, Cohrs focuses wholly on the co-
operative aspects of the Pax Anglo-Americana,
which he represents as a public good necessary
to hold the balance on the European conti-
nent.

Cohrs deploys the arcane conceptual cat-
egories of international relations theory with
a practiced fluency that defies replication in
short compass. In ordinary language, he be-
lieves that World War I broke out owing to
the disembodied forces of imperialism, power
politics, and escalating rivalries. Cermany held
no special responsibility. The statesmen at the
Paris Peace Conference should have followed
the Congress of Vienna model and crafted a
system based on cooperation with the van-
quished. Once they realized the error of their
ways, Washington and London policy makers
should have leaned harder on France to make
the concessions on which all reasonable Ger-
mans insisted—an end to unfair reparations.

evacuation of the Rhineland, and, above all,
revision of the German-Polish border. Those
statesmen should also have summoned their
publics to underwrite the "more robust po-
litical mechanisms and banking structures" re-
quired to rescue "the beleaguered Euro-Atlan-
tic order ofthe postwar era" (p. 583).

Despite his battalions of paradigms, system-
ic analyses, circles of stability, and rules of he-
gemonic pacification, Cohrs forgets an elemen-
tary point: politics is the art ofthe possible. He
adduces exhaustive, and occasionally exhaust-
ing, documentation from published collections
and adds archival data at crucial points. All the
same, he fails to mention the famous letter that
Stresemann wrote to Crown Prince Wilhelm be-
fore Locarno outlining his foreign policy aims:
freedom from Allied occupation; a reparations
solution tolerable to Germany; the protection
ofthe ten to twelve million ethnic Germans liv-
ing under a foreign yoke; readjustment of the
eastern frontiers; union with German Austria;
exploitation of disarmament, Danzig, and the
Saar questions at the League of Nations; and,
in the background, though postponed until a
future generation, the recovery of Alsace-Lor-
raine. Could—and should—the fabled Pax
Anglo-Americana have accommodated such a
"robust" agenda for "peaceful change"?
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Radio Welten. Politische, soziale, und kulturelle
Aspekte atlantischer Mediengeschichte vor und
wdhrenddes Zweiten Weltkriegs (Radio worlds.
Political, social, and cultural aspects of trans-
atlantic media history before and during
World War II). Ed. by M. Michaela Hampf
and Ursula Lehmkuhl. (Mlinster: UT, 2006.
136 pp. €19.90, ISBN 3-8258-8736-7.) In Cer-
man.

This small volume brings together selected
papers and commentary about radio from
the 2002 Krefeld Historical Symposium, all
of which has been published in English (see
Norbert Finzsch and Ursula Lehmkuhl, eds.,
Atlantic Communications: The Media in Amer-
ican German History from the Seventeenth to
the Twentieth Century [2004] [reviewed in
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the JAH, Dec. 2005, p. 948]). Radio Welten
focuses on comparisons between radio as a
medium, as an evolving technology, and as

,a force in everyday life, in Germany and the
United States. Though the volumes subtitle
promises "before and during World War II,"
the essays, in fact, touch on the earliest years
of radio and have a good bit to say about radio
after 1945.

Lewis Erenberg discusses the extraordinary
impact of Glenn Miller on wartime listening
habits of average Americans at home and of
soldiers in the field. He makes helpful contrasts
with German radio broadcasts that employed
popular music; his analysis of Miller's swing
music is treated at greater length in his Swing-
in' the Dream (1998). Michele Hilmes discuss-
es aspects of transnational media research, but
makes some of those points more effectively in
the introduction to her Radio Reader (2002).

The German side of radio, from 1933—
1945, is curiously slighted in the contributions
of M. Michaela Hampf and Inge Marszolek,
who seem to presume that everyone already
knows about radio during the Third Reich.
Marszolek cites a number of her own publica-
tions in footnotes that suggest she would be
an excellent source to consult. Instead of the
impact of radio on German society before and
during World War II, we get a good bit from
Hampf about how Michel Foucault's "Dis-
positiv" can shape a theoretical understand-
ing of radio, defined as a "hertergeneous en-
semble of discourses and practices" (p. 73). A
chart, "Radio as Dispositiv," intended to make
things clear, might strike the reader as need-
lessly complex (p. 79).

A problem with comparative media history
is ensuring that one's facts are not mixed up.
CBS was founded in 1927; its original name is
incorrectly given (pp. 7-8); ABC was founded
in 1942, not 1945; NBC did not become ABC—
one of its two networks, NBC-Blue, was sold
and became ABC. TWO of Franklin D. Roos-
evelt's fireside chats are translated inaccurately,
presumably because of being downloaded in
audio form (p. 9).

One of the continuing problems of writing
the comparative history of radio from 1933-
1945 is the tyranny of selected programs and
styles: it simply is not true that the typical 1930
German family, dressed in their Sunday best.

went to a friend's home and listened to a high
culture radio program, while the typical Amer-
ican listened to Amos 'n' Andy. As Erik Levi
notes in his Music in the Third Reich (1996,
pp. 124-38), German radio was dominated by
light music. Some Americans dutifully listened
to opera; some actually enjoyed it.
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The Segregated Origins of Social Security: Afri-
can Americans and the Welfare State. By Mary
Poole. (Ghapel Hill: University of North Gar-
olina Press, 2006. xiv, 258 pp. Gloth, $59.95,
ISBN 978-0-8078-3024-6. Paper, $22.50, ISBN
978-0-8078-5688-8.)

Mary Poole builds on the pioneering scholar-
ship of Jill Quadagno, Barbara Nelson, Gwen-
dolyn Mink, and Linda-Gordon, contributing
significantly to the debate regarding the role
of race in the history of welfare state develop-
ment.

Poole uses a wealth of data from govern-
ment sources to document step-by-step the
evolution of the Social Security Act. She fo-
cuses her analysis on four programs created by
the Social Security Act that she considers the
most significant to U.S. welfare state devel-
opment: Unemployment Insurance, Old Age
Insurance, Aid to Dependent Ghildren, and
Old Age Assistance. Poole follows the evolu-
tion of those programs through an analysis of
the actors involved in the policy development
process and their attitudes regarding race. The
data provide a rich foundation for her conclu-
sion that the Social Security Act "embedded
. . . the idea that not all citizens are equal, nor
are entitled to equal rights and protections" (p.
11). My research supports that conclusion—
that welfare benefits, from the beginning, were
based on a racial hierarchy that mirrored soci-
ety at large. (Deborah E. Ward, The White Wel-
fare State, 2Q05).

An interesting twist in Poole's account of
that racialized policy making is her insistence
that attitudes toward race were not mono-
lithic—that there was no consensus on the ex-
istence of, or resolution to, the "Negro prob-
lem" in the South or the North. Few scholars






